The Russian Delegation suggests that SC14 address manned spacecraft internal environment safety standards, perhaps even convening a new working group for that purpose. This is necessary both for governmentally sponsored manned spaceflight and a growing private and commercial manned spaceflight market.

WG 5 has initiated a work item for a glossary of space terms. All working groups are affected and should participate in this work item. WG 3 commits itself to that task.

SC 13 has proposed greater collaboration with SC14. WG 3 endorses that proposal and will support greater collaboration.
Members – total experts: #
- France — 1
- Italy — 0
- Japan — 3
- Russia — 6
- Ukraine -- 2
- UK — 1
- US — 3
- Brazil – 2
- China - 5

Liaison Organizations
- ECSS – 2 (Italy and France)
- ESA – 1 (Germany)
Accept CCSDS Pink Book for Orbit Data Messages as a sufficient statement of CD 26885, Orbit Data Exchange, and continue coordination using the CCSDS document.

Responses to ballot for the new work item proposal, Propellant Gauging, must consider incorporating those requirements into CD23339, Space Systems -Unmanned Spacecraft, Estimating Mass of Remaining Usable Propellant and expanding the scope of 23339 to cover all requirements for propellant mass estimation not just for safe end of life disposal.

Employ the AIAA Kavi website for WG3 matters.
PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS FOR PLENARY

- Be it resolved that the title of Work Item 24113 be change from “Space Systems - Orbital Debris, Routes to Compliance” to “Space Systems – Space Debris Mitigation.”

- Be it resolved that WD 24113 remains technically relevant and is absolutely critical to SC14 work items necessary to mitigate space debris.

Working Group 3

Other Matters

- Ballot period for several WG3 work items extends beyond the Spring Meeting dates, therefore there were not many comments to resolve. There will be many to be disposed of at the next WG meeting.

- Documents should be circulated for formal review only by the Secretariat, and comments of any sort must be provided in the official format for record.
  - Individual members must not prepare, distribute, or propose at working group meetings alternative documents or versions

- Mr. Schultz, former WG3 convenor, appointed Dr. Finkleman interim convenor during the fall 2006 meeting. No other nominees were brought forth. It is requested that Dr. Finkleman be confirmed as the new Convenor.
PROBLEMS
(for action by the plenary)

- Participation is severely compromised by organizational restrictions on foreign travel.
- Mr. Oltrogge, our exceptional secretary, can no longer participate unless some agency or organization within the United States can provide funding.
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

• SC 14 and Working Groups should assure that meeting locations are rotated among participating delegations as long as they can support the meetings.

• United States delegation should pursue sources of support.
Location to be determined, but likely London